Extended Detection and Response (XDR) for MSPs

Intuitive, predictive, security simplified

Managed Service Providers constantly strive to provide customers with low-cost solutions that offer effective protection against cyberattacks. However, monitoring potential breaches is getting harder by the day due to the shortage of security expertise coupled with an expanding attack surface area caused by the rapid adoption of remote work, cloud services, and IoT devices.

Many security solutions require multiple additional security technologies and integrations with third parties for threat prevention, detection, and response.

Embedded into the Bitdefender GravityZone Cloud MSP Security console, GravityZone XDR for MSP is designed to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of security teams and minimize attacker dwell time, enabling cyber resilience for you and your customers.

The solution monitors a wide range of physical and virtual assets, connected devices, cloud platforms, and workloads. Users benefit from out-of-the-box analytics and advanced heuristics which correlate disparate alerts, enabling quick triage of incidents and rapid attack containment through automated and guided response.

With GravityZone XDR for MSP you get:

- Consolidated observations and events across your customers’ business environments
- Built-in machine learning algorithms for high confidence detections
- Cross-source root cause analysis and context for rapid triage and action
- Guided or automated threat response directly from the platform

At-a-Glance

GravityZone XDR for MSP is a cloud-based solution that provides detection and response capabilities across your customers’ users and systems, including endpoints, network, and the cloud. It enables Managed Service Providers to reduce alert overload and fatigue by analyzing and automatically correlating and triaging security, helping you respond faster to contain security incidents.

Why MSPs choose Bitdefender

- Comprehensive visibility with easy to deploy and manage sensors that collect data from across the organization
- Out-of-the-box automated detection and triage of alerts based on correlation and detection algorithms delivered both locally to the sensor and at the cloud platform level
- Easy investigation using the Incident Advisor, a single dashboard highlighting comprehensive analysis with recommended automated or guided response actions
- Rapid response for complete incident containment executed directly from within the XDR Platform
- Increased operational efficiency by reducing repetitive tasks with automation capabilities
- MSP specific integrations, multitenant console, and usage-based billing

Extended Detection and Response (XDR) for MSPs
Become your clients’ strategic partner with XDR

GravityZone XDR for MSP automatically correlates information about potential attacks across all parts of your customers’ organization into a consolidated view, showing where the attack originated and how it is spreading. At the same time, further investigation and quick response options are available to contain the attack rapidly.

This saves precious time manually investigating and correlating information across different tools and provides you with faster and more effective detection and response.

GravityZone XDR is available as an add-on in the GravityZone Cloud MSP Security platform. The product requires Advanced Threat Security (ATS) and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) add-ons which will be automatically activated together with the GravityZone XDR add-on.

Contact Bitdefender to talk about GravityZone XDR for MSP today and check out our webpage for more information about Bitdefender GravityZone Cloud MSP Security at: https://www.bitdefender.com/business/service-providers-products/cloud-security-msp.html